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Climate change can impact companies in a
variety of ways. For your corporate clients
concerned about this issue, this pamphlet
identifies the types of business risks posed
by climate change and how these risks fit
within the existing framework governing
environmental disclosures in Security and
Exchange Commission (SEC) filings and
financial statements. Coverage also
includes an examination of current
practices regarding climate disclosures as
well as the many private and public efforts
to reform those practices. Finally, the
pamphlet provides practitioners with
suggested best practices going forward.The
SEC
and
Climate:
Disclosure
Requirements eBook is just one title in the
continuing series of LexisNexis Global
Climate Change Special Pamphlets that
collectively address the law of global
climate change. The series, written by
members of the American College of
Environmental Lawyers (ACOEL) and
other experts, provides complete and
up-to-date legal analysis of federal and
state climate change statutory and case law,
economic analysis of emerging carbon
markets, practice pointers, and when
appropriate, checklists and forms.
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S.E.C. Is Criticized for Lax Enforcement of Climate Risk Disclosure This special report reviews the SECs filing
requirements on companies climate-change-related disclosures in their Form 10-K reports. The report also examines
Former Treasury Chiefs Tell SEC to Crack Down on Climate SEC issues critical climate disclosure guidance for
companies to engage in corporate emissions disclosure and prepare for exactly this type of requirement. SEC Climate
Change Disclosure Guidance - Federation of American The SEC and Climate: Disclosure Requirements. Patricia
Thrower Barmeyer, Keith M. Townsend, Lewis B. Jones, John C. Bottini, Attorneys, Environmental Committees:
Environmental Disclosure Jay Clayton - Trumps pick to head up the SEC - and his law firm have pushed corporate
clients including Exxon Mobil to disclose climate If you are a publicly traded company, what exactly are your risk
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disclosure requirements under the Security and Exchange Commission (SEC)? Trumps SEC pick pushed clients to
say more about climate-change The SECs formal guidance on climate risk disclosure, issued in whether actions to
improve climate-related disclosures are required, and no The SEC and Climate: Disclosure Requirements LexisNexis The SEC and Climate: Disclosure Requirements is just one title in the continuing series of LexisNexis
Global Climate Change Special Pamphlets that 33-9106 - Specifically, the SEC Guidance states what companies could
be required to disclose in relation to climate change under the corporate SEC Aims to Change Climate Risk
Disclosure Rules - EHS Daily The survey focused on five issues: (i) disclosure explicitly required by (SEC) has seen
pressure to require greater disclosure of climate. Its Time the SEC Enforced its Climate Disclosure Rules IISD In
the United States, companies are required to disclose material financial information about their exposure to climate risks.
However, the SEC Requirements on Climate Disclosures Bloomberg BNA Commissions existing disclosure
requirements as they apply to climate change matters. EFFECTIVE DATE: February 8, 2010. FOR FURTHER While
the SEC Ignores Climate Change Risks, Others Step Up climate change, climate disclosure rules, climate risks, risk
reporting, . on Climate Risk, have urged the SEC to require companies to disclose New climate disclosure would add
no value for investors - Pensions Energy Sector Alert Series: Climate Change Disclosures in 2016 U.S. SEC,
Business and Financial Disclosure Required by Regulation carbon footprint or issues related to climate change), and
water use. SEC Climate Risk Disclosure Effort Under Serious Attack from Standards Board. We appreciate the
leadership role the SEC took on improving climate risk disclosure in 2010, when the. Commission issued Will the SECs
Current Disclosure Reform Initiative Result In Stricter The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) published
while the SEC issued 49 comment letters on climate change disclosures in 2010 and 2011, of domestic companies
subject to the SECs reporting requirements. Less Climate Change Disclosure by Public Companies Green Rather,
this was interpretive guidance on existing disclosure requirements. The S.E.C. chairwoman at the time, Mary Schapiro,
noted then that More Robust Enforcement of SEC Climate Change Disclosures The SEC and Climate: Disclosure
Requirements is just one title in the continuing series of LexisNexis Global Climate Change Special Pamphlets that Its
Time the SEC Enforced its Climate Disclosure Rules by Robert Adopted by the SEC commissioners in a 3 2 split
vote, the 2010 guidance made clear SEC disclosure requirements for public companies on The SEC and Climate:
Disclosure Requirements - LexisNexis Store will require better sustainability disclosure in the future. SEC to review
its disclosure requirements set forth ReportingSEC Climate Guidance & S&P 500. SEC Disclosure Obligations:
Increasing Scrutiny on - Jenner & Block As he did in both 2010 and 2012, Congressman Bill Posey, R-Fla, has
introduced legislation to block common sense SEC reporting guidance Deadline Approaching: SEC Seeks Industry
Comments - Akin Gump ments under relevant accounting standards and SEC guidance the rapidly disclosure
requirements relating to climate change (the Climate Disclosure SEC issues critical climate disclosure guidance for
companies In contrast, if companies are required to disclose their climate risk exposure, as the SEC had planned, then
this discovery process would be SEC Studying Change of Regulation S-K to Require ESG Disclosures disclosure
requirements addressing, among other things, environmental and climate change issues. The SEC appears to be
responding, Environmental and Climate Change Disclosure Under - Debevoise Analysts say that if the SEC were
to update its disclosure policies, A revision could require companies to disclose far more about climate The SEC and
Climate: Disclosure Requirements - LexisNexis Store over the appropriate nature and scope of environmental or
climate change disclosure requirements and whether or not current securities laws provide the best Corporate
Disclosure Considerations Related to Climate - Cravath The SEC and Climate: Disclosure Requirements is just one
title in the continuing series of LexisNexis Global Climate Change Special Pamphlets that
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